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Food Allergy: Adverse Reaction to Foods and Food AdditivesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Edited by world-renowned experts in the field, Food Allergy covers pediatric and adult adverse reactions to foods and food additives in one comprehensive volume. Designed to be a practical, readable reference for use in the hospital or private practice setting, the text is organized into five sections covering basic and clinical...
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Nelson Essentials of Pediatrics, 5E with STUDENT CONSULT Access Fifth Edition(Nelson Essentials of Pediatrics)Saunders, 2005

	Completely revised and updated, this reference of choice for students and practitioners offers practical guidance and the latest information on normal growth and development, along with the diagnosis, management, and prevention of common childhood diseases and disorders. Discussions of the pathophysiologic aspects of pediatric disease, the...
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Genetics For Dummies (Math & Science)For Dummies, 2005
Reveals the connections between genetics and specific diseases
Understand the science and the ethics behind genetics    

Want to know more about genetics? This non-intimidating guide gets you up to speed on all the fundamentals. From dominant and recessive inherited traits to the DNA double-helix, you get clear explanations in...
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The Gale Encyclopedia Of Cancer: A Guide To Cancer And Its Treatments (Gale Encyclopedia of Cancer) 2 Volume SetGale, 2005

	Unfortunately, man must suffer disease. Some diseases

	are totally reversible and can be effectively treated.

	Moreover, some diseases with proper treatment have

	been virtually annihilated, such as polio, rheumatic

	fever, smallpox, and, to some extent, tuberculosis. Other

	diseases seem to target one organ, such as the heart,...
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Office Andrology (Contemporary Endocrinology)Humana Press, 2005

	A comprehensive and practice-oriented resource guide to currently available diagnostic and treatment options for male infertility disorders. Topics covered range from basic sperm biology and male reproductive endocrinology, to immunology, specialized sperm testing, and the genetic background to male infertility. The authors emphasize the...
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Pancreatic Cancer: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Medicine)Humana Press, 2004


	Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma is the fourth leading cause of cancer

	death in the United States. Annually approximately 30,000 Americans are

	diagnosed with the disease and most will die from it within five years. Pancreatic

	ductal adenocarcinoma is unique because of its late onset in age, high

	mortality, small tumor samples...
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Fuzzy Control SystemsCRC Press, 1993
Must reading for anyone interested in acquiring a thorough understanding of fuzzy logic, its role in soft computing, and its application to control and related fields.

-Lotfi A. Zadeh
From the Foreword     

       Fuzzy Control Systems explores one of the most active areas of research involving fuzzy set theory. The...
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Cornea and External Eye Disease: Corneal Allotransplantation, Allergic Disease and Trachoma (Essentials in Ophthalmology)Springer, 2008

	The second volume covers a broad range of conjunctival

	and corneal diseases, again with particular

	emphasis being placed on problem management.





	Various new surgical approaches are currently

	being evaluated in the clinical setting, an example

	of which is posterior lamellar keratoplasty in

	Fuchs endothelial...
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Genetic Damage in Human Spermatozoa (Advances in Experimental Medicine and Biology)Springer, 2013

	There are several types of damage that can be found in the male gamete. Genetic damage in spermatozoa can originate during spermatogenesis, or it can originate during transit in both male and female genital tracts. Damage can also be due to ageing, environmental or iatrogenic conditions, as well as to the protocols to cryopreserve and to...
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Genetic Algorithms in ElectromagneticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	A thorough and insightful introduction to using genetic algorithms to optimize electromagnetic systems
	
		Genetic Algorithms in Electromagnetics focuses on optimizing the objective function when a computer algorithm, analytical model, or experimental result describes the performance of an electromagnetic system. It...
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Advances in Information Processing and ProtectionSpringer, 2007
This book contains a selection of the best papers given at the Advanced Computer Systems Conference in October 2006 in Poland. The book is partitioned into four topical areas:
The Artificial Intelligence section includes papers on Humatronics, Fuzzy Logic, Robotics, Cell, Genetic and Probabilistic Algorithms, Incomplete Data and Similarity...
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Microarrays in Clinical Diagnostics (Methods in Molecular Medicine)Humana Press, 2005


	Within the last decade, microarray technology has evolved from an emerging

	technology developed and used by a few laboratories into a well-established

	technology used in laboratories all over the world. In fact, the need to

	characterize genetic alterations is one of the highest priorities for the future of

	medicine and the...
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